In thin sheet the anisotropy of the internal stress due to constraint by the surrounding parent phase which will be abbreviated as "constraint stress," seems to occur during the martensitic transformation and the variant selection is expected also in the transformation without external stress. To verify this, the textures were measured by X-ray pole figure method on the y and a phase which were developed in thin sheet of Fe-30 Ni alloy prepared by severe cold rolling and annealing followed by subzero quenching to liquid Nitrogen. Experimental data were analyzed with conventional variant selection models. The results obtained are as follows: (a) Variant selection phenomenon was clearly observed and the results could be explained with conventional variant selection models. (b) It is expected that different results occur between the conventional variant selection models when the martensitic transformation occurs accompanying the strain components of lell <-le21, where el is the strain along the Bain compression axis and e2 is along the perpendicular axis.
INTRODUCTION
In the martensitic transformation of ferrous materials, it is well known that the variant of martensite phase is selected, when the external stress is applied during transformation. This is observed by the experiments to apply such as tensile or compressive stress by the universal testing machine (Bokrov and Parker, 1963; Higo, Lecroisey and Mori, 1974; Kato and Mori, 1976; Kato and Mori, 1977; Kato, Monzen and Mori, 1978; Sato et al., 1980) , or rolling stress by the rolling mill (Kubotera, Nakaoka and Nagamine, 1966; Abe, Ito and Fukumoto, 1967; Borik and Richman, 1967; Watanabe, Araki and Miyaji, 1971; Stone and Thomas, 1974; Yutori and Ogawa, 1979; Hashimoto, Satoh and Tanaka, 1980) . Some models concerning the appearence mechanism of variant selection phenomenon have been proposed on the basis of these experimental results (Patel and Cohen, 1953; Bokrov and Parker, 1963; Bogers and Burgers, 1964; Kubotera, Nakaoka and Nagamine, 1966 ; Borik and Richman, 1967; Olsen and Jesser, 1971; Higo, Lecroisey and Mori, 1974; Kato and Mori, 1977) .
Among them, the important models which seem to explain the experimental results satisfactorily, were proposed recently. At first, Higo, Lecroisey and Mori (1974) the parent phase to the martensite phase which occurred by the shear deformation of lattice of the small amount of participated atoms. On the transformation mechanism of martensite, the models which are composed of combination of some elementary processes in which one or two shear deformation is concerned, were proposed by Kurdjumov and Sachs (1930) , Nishiyama (1934; 1936) and Bogers and Burgers (1964 Furubayashi (1985a; 1985b) and Furubayashi, Miyaji and Nobuki (1987) remarked to the interaction between the stress and "lattice deformation" in the phenomenological theory of martensitic transformation. Austenite lattice (face centered cubic structure) ma also be described as a body centered tetragonal structure with an axial ratio of V'2 as seen in Figure 2 . Bain (1924) 1985a; 1985b) considered that such a variant as the deformation accompanied by martensitic transformation is assisted most effectively by the applied stress (the work done by the stress is maximum), is chosen. This view will be called "Bain Strain (1980) showed that the variant selection phenomenon occurs in thin sheet of steel even without external stress, because the heterogeneity of internal stress due to constraint by the surrounding parent phase which will be abbreviated as "constraint stress" makes an effect at the martensitic transformation. They thought that the constraint stress due to transformation strain would be weaker in the normal direction of the sheet than in other directions.
But the experimental confirmation of the variant selection phenomenon was not conducted in Hashimoto's study. Because they used low carbon steel having high transformation temperature, it is impossible to get crystallographic information of the parent phase, as it is lost at room temperature. The constraint stress always prevents the strain accompanied by the transformation, which differs in the case of the external stress. To study these differences seems to lead to some important results of the variant selection phenomenon.
Then, the present authors conducted the experimental study to find whether or not the variant selection phenomenon would appear in the martensitic transformation in thin sheet of Fe-30 Ni alloys even though the external stress is not applied. Both parent and transformed phase were obtained at room temperature because the Ms temperature of the alloy lay near the room temperature. The variant selection could be determined by texture analysis. The discussion was also made to the results whether they can be explained by the variant selection rules already proposed.
In addition, Hashimoto Figure 3 . Austenite has well developed cube texture. (001) pole figure of martensite is shown in Figure 4 . (001) (Higo, Lecroisey and Mori, 1974; Furubayashi, 1985a; Furubayashi, 1985b; Furubayashi, Miyaji and Nobuki, 1987) . If these models are postulated to be correct in the present study, a certain (external or internal) compressive stress, which assists the deformation associated with martensitic transformation, must be applied to the normal direction of the sheet during the transformation. But in the present study, no external stress was applied, but only internal stress due to constraint would act .in the specimen.
When the martensite phase forms in the parent phase, the constraint stress from the surroundings should act against the deformation associated with martensitic transformation at least in the initial stage of transformation, as pointed out by Hashimoto, Satoh and Tanaka (1980) . this constraint stress along the directions in the sheet plane will be the same as that of bulk sample, but will be negligibly small in the normal direction of the sheet.
Characteristic strain in BS model may be described in the following way. Let an austenite lattice (lattice parameter ao) be transformed into a tetragonal lattice (c and a) as a result of Bain deformation. The characteristic strain, el along the Bain compression axis and that e2 along the perpendicular axes will be described by Eqs. (1) 
